
Stockholm, Sweden 24-28 March 2014

Introduction to MAR(1) models for 
estimating community interactions

This lecture follows largely from:
Ives AR, Dennis B, Cottingham KL, Carpenter SR. 2003. Estimating community 

stability and ecological interactions from time series data. Ecological 
Monographs 73: 301-330

Applied Time Series Analysis for Ecologists



Topics for this afternoon

• MAR(1) models as sum of community interactions
• MAR(1) models as a general approximation to 

nonlinear systems
• Stability properties of MAR(1) models
• Estimating MAR(1) models



“The Lake Washington Story”

Hampton et al. (2006)



How can we make sense of this?

Hampton et al. (2006)Dashed lines are (+) interactions; solid lines are (-)
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Multivariate AR(1) process

Assume p different interacting species, then for each sp. i:

Xj,t-1 is abundance of species j at time t-1

bij is effect of species j on species i

Note: when i = j, bij is effect of species i on itself



Multivariate AR(1) process

Can add effects of q different environmental covariates (U):

ck,t is covariate k (e.g., temperature) at time t

Cik is effect of covariate k on species i

NOTE: covariate not time lagged



Multivariate AR(1) process

Can write all of this more compactly as:

xt is p x 1 vector of species abundance at time t

u is p x 1 vector of intrinsic growth rates

B is p x p matrix of density-dependent effects

xt-1 is p x 1 vector of species abundance at time t-1

C is p x q matrix of covariate effects

ct is q x 1 vector of covariate values at time t



Multivariate AR(1) process

A note on density-dependence:
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MAR(1) models & nonlinear systems
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Consider the model:

where: 

Rt is a q x 1 normal random variable with mean 0

f is a nonlinear function

MAR(1) models can be seen as linear approximations 
to nonlinear, first-order stochastic processes



MAR(1) models & nonlinear systems
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If this process has a stationary distribution with mean = X∞,
then via a first-order Taylor expansion:
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Rearrange some terms to get:

Bu wt
grouping & substituting yields our MAR(1) model!



MAR(1) models & nonlinear systems
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This defines explicitly the elements in B in terms of 
interaction strengths between species

≡
∂
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i
ij X

fb Change in log popn. growth rate of species i
w.r.t. change in log abundance of species j



MAR(1) models & nonlinear systems

Note: If the time step is sufficiently small,
a linear model may suffice

Nt

Time Time

Nt

Nonlinear Linear approx.



MAR(1) transition distribution
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Defn: conditional probability distribution for Xt at 
any time t given initial condition X = x0

Mean

Variance

0→tB ( ) 0→⊗ tBB
Because all λ lie within unit circle, as t ∞

and

∞→ μμt ∞→ VVtand



Stationary distribution for MAR(1)

Mean vector:

Covariance matrix:

Note: cannot solve this for V∞

Solution: use the Vec(•) operator

(analogous to the univariate case)



Stability properties of MAR(1) models
• Our interest is in stable systems

(i.e. all eigenvalues of B lie within unit circle)

• Stability can be measured in several ways, but 
here are three that we’ll use:

Stability measure More stable when…

Variance variance of the stationary distribution is low 
relative to that for the process error

Return rate rapid approach to the stationary distribution 
(i.e. high return rate)

Reactivity fewer departures from the mean of the 
stationary distribution (i.e. low reactivity)



Stability properties of MAR(1) models

Fig. 2A - Ives et al. (2003)

More stable Less stable

Variance comparison

• Generally interested in the time spent 
away from equilibrium

• More time  greater variance



Stability properties of MAR(1) models

Variance comparison
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To standardize across various systems

Smaller λ smaller det(B)2/pmore stable

Fig. 3 - Ives et al. (2003)



Stability properties of MAR(1) models

• In deterministic models, equilibrium is a point or stable limit cycle
• In stochastic models, equilibrium is the stationary distribution
• Rate of return to the stochastic equilibrium is the rate at which 

the transition distribution converges to the stationary distribution 
from an initial, known value

• The more rapid the convergence, the more stable the system

Return rates (ie, resilience)

Fig. 2B - Ives et al. (2003)

More stable Less stable



Fig. 3 - Ives et al. (2003)

Stability properties of MAR(1) models

Return rates

• Rate of return increases as |b| gets smaller

• Rate of return to mean governed by 
dominant eigenvalue of B ≡ max(λB)

• Rate of return of covariance defined by 
dominant eigenvalue of B⊗B ≡ max(λB⊗B)



Stability properties of MAR(1) models

Fig. 2C - Ives et al. (2003)

Low reactivity High reactivity

A “reactive” system moves away from a stable equilibrium 
following a perturbation, even though the system will 
eventually return to equilibrium.

Reactivity

High reactivity occurs when species interactions greatly amplify the 
environmental forcing



Fig. 3 - Ives et al. (2003)

Stability properties of MAR(1) models
Reactivity
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Squared Euclidian distance for Xt-1 from µ∞

Squared Euclidian distance for Xt from µ∞
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Change in squared Euclidian distance

Expectation of this difference

“worst-case” scenario



Stability properties of MAR(1) models

Another form of reactivity (Neubert et al. 2009)

Given our MAR(1) model:

Suppose we perturb it by δ; Bδ is response of xt to xt-1

Magnitude of response is:

And the reactivity is:



MAR(1) parameter estimation

Conditional least squares (CLS)
The CLS parameter estimates are those values that minimize 
the squared difference between
1) the observed population abundances at time t, and
2) those predicted by the MAR(1) model, conditional on 

the population abundances at time t-1.



MAR(1) parameter estimation

Conditional least squares (CLS)
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MAR(1) parameter estimation

Conditional least squares (CLS)
There are a couple of advantages to solving this via CLS:
1) It’s VERY fast, and
2) It’s easy to zero out elements of B to “test” for their 

significance



MAR(1) parameter estimation
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MAR(1) parameter estimation

Maximum likelihood estimation (MLE)*

[ ]likelihood-log negativemin ≡LGoal: find where

Note: minimizing L can be computationally intensive, so 
often use CLS (same estimates if B unconstrained)

*This is how MARSS does it



MAR(1) model selection

• Idea is to balance model “fit” with the number of parameters
• Two common methods:

1) Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC); what MARSS uses
2) Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)

Note: “Penalty” larger with BIC, so it selects for “simpler” models

QL 22AIC min += ( )QL
T

221AIC min +=

( )TQL
T

ln21BIC min +=TQL ln2BIC min +=

Common form Ives et al. (2003)



Model diagnostics

Once selected, a MAR(1) model should be scrutinized

Useful diagnostics include:
1) Are residuals temporally autocorrelated (via ACF)?
2) Are mean or variance of the residuals correlated with any variates or 

covariates (via X-Y plots)?
3) Are residuals normally distributed (via normal probability plots)?
4) What proportion of the variance is explained by the model (via 

conditional R2)?
Note: conditional R2 measures the proportion of change in log density 

from time t-1 to t



Parameter confidence intervals (CI)

Can obtain CI’s from model in 3 ways:

1) Innovations bootstrapping (how Ives does it)
• Parameter estimation produces residuals
• Randomly resample the residuals to produce a new X
• Use new X to again estimate parameters
• Repeat “many” times
• Estimate CI’s from distribution of parameter estimates



Parameter confidence intervals (CI)

2) Parametric bootstrapping
• Generate parametric bootstrap data from 

the MLE model
• Use new data to again estimate parameters 

(bootstrap parameter estimates)
• Repeat “many” times



Parameter confidence intervals (CI)

3) Estimate CI’s from the (estimated) distribution of 
parameter estimates

• Estimate the Hessian matrix (there are various R 
functions to do this)

• Use that to compute the (estimated) CIs
• Large-n approximation
• CIs on variances might include negative numbers



MAR(1) with observation error

This is simply our (now) familiar MARSS model:



Topics for the computer lab

• Fit community interaction model to freshwater 
plankton data from Ives et al. (2003)

• Add covariates to the above model

• Add an additional covariate (fish) observed 
with error

• Compute stability metrics
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